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Linx Vapor and The Game Announce Limited Edition Custom Vaporizer Under $50.
The Luxury Vaporizer Brand Brings Affordable, High Quality Vaporizers To The Masses With
Endorsement Deal From One Of The Most Respected Public Figures In The Hip hop Community

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA [9/17/2018] Innovation and health- centric luxury vaporizer company Linx
Vapor announces the Trees By Game Limited Edition Ember coming in at just under $50.00. The new
limited-edition device, perfect for all forms of extracts, is by far the best valued product in the industry.
The Ember boasts a spill proof recessed atomizer with see-through vaporizer window, medical grade
stainless steel, three temperature settings and a 12 second sesh mode. Each limited-edition Ember also
comes with a white Game branded case complete with red trim. Hot on the heels of Game’s latest
musical debut, Linx Vapor’s collaboration with the legendary rapper marks the beginning of an
unprecedented high-profile vaporizer design partnership aimed at bringing affordable, top of the line
products to the masses.
The Game worked closely with Linx to create this one of a kind design, boasting a luxurious red color
scheme that is a perfect representation of Game’s branding and love for the west coast. “This thing is a
pocket rocket! With the vapor window, you’re going to see this baby burn” Game says. “You’ve gotta
love the medical grade stainless steel. It never burns your hand and never makes you feel
uncomfortable. It’s a gangster baton!”
Linx Vapor also prides itself on discretion, and the Ember passes with flying colors in Game’s book. “This
is the pen you can take anywhere. Keep a closed fist and you can hit it anywhere. You can’t even smell it.
In other words, you won’t be messing up anybody’s vibe. Just containing your own.”
“This is my pen which means we go hand in hand. This is my wing man.”

For an in depth look at the Game’s limited-edition Ember, please refer to the following link:
https://linxvapor.com/products/limited-edition-game-ember

About Linx Vapor
Linx Vapor began making headlines within the vaporizer community back in 2016 with the launch of the
Linx Hypnos Zero. The Zero made waves due to its use of a ceramic plate atomizer (an industry first)
rather than the standard coiled atomizer. Linx Vapor continued down this path of health consciousness
and innovation as they released the Linx Ares, and the Linx Gaia. All three vaporizers received top
honors from High Times, the largest Cannabis publication in the industry. The Linx Vapor name has
become synonymous with innovation and quality, attribution solidified by countless reviews from top
industry critics, insiders and influencers alike.
Linx Vapor remains on the forefront of vaporizer innovation, with a mission to continue to advance the
Cannabis community’s standards while helping to bring a component of health consciousness to an
industry that is in many ways still in its infancy stage.
The goal of California based Linx Vapor is to combine maximum innovation with superior style, design
and construction to the growing category of vaporizers.
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